
1. accurate: 

 

(adjective, pg 6) described as
correct in every detail (synonym:

exact, specific, true, ) 
 

(__________ predictions about the
weather are difficult.) 

 
准确 (Zhǔnquè) (preciso)

2. average: 

 

(adjective, pg 10) calculated by
adding things together and then
dividing by the total number of

things (Syn: mean) 
 

(The ______ temperature is very
low) 

平均 (Píngjūn) (promedio)

3. component: 

 

(noun, pg 8) a part of a whole
thing, machine, or system
(synonym: a piece, a part)  

 
(Heat, water, and air are the
____________s of weather) 

 
零件 (Língjiàn) (componente)

4. deduce: 

 

(verb pg 6) to use what you
observe so you can understand
something or form a correct

opinion (synonym: infer, theorize) 
 

(She _______ed that her brother
had eaten all the cookies.) 

 
推断 (Tuīduàn) (deducir)
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5. development: 

 

(noun, pg 8) a change that makes a
thing or way of working better or

easier (synonym: innovation) 
 

(The thermometer was an important
_______ for predicting the

weather) 
 

起色 (Qǐsè)(progreso)
6. forecast: 

 

(noun, pg 6) to say that something
will happen before it happens
(synonym: educated guess,

prediction) 
 

(It is very difficult to get an
accurate _____________ of the

weather.) 
 

预测 (Yùcè) (pronóstico)

7. observe: 

 

(verb, pg 6) to pay attention to
something, learn and notice new
details (synonyms: examine,

inspect) 
 

(People __________ed nature to
learn about the world.) 
观 (Guān) (observar)

8. pressure: 

 

(noun, pg 8) the force that is
used to push or squeeze something.

(synonym: compression) 
(the atmosphere creates air

_________ .) 
 

压力(Yālì) (presión)



9. previously: 

 

(adverb, pg 22) before now or before a specific time (Synonyms: in the
past, beforehand) 

 
(_______, people thought the weather was created by magic.) 

 
先前 (Xiānqián) 
(previamente)

10. realize: 

 

(verb, pg 6) to suddenly know or understand something (Synonym:
comprehend, understand) 

 
(They ___________ed the clouds were made of water.) 

了解 (Liǎojiě) (entender)


